Answers to Jim Elliot Quiz: Correct Facts

- Jim learned to speak Spanish and a tribal language in Ecuador.
- Jim lost his hut, clinic, and part of the airstrip and school during a terrible rainstorm.
- Jim wanted to reach out to the Aucas and tell them about God.
- The Aucas Indians did not welcome outsiders.
- Years after Jim was killed, many Aucas became Christians.

Fun with Rhyme
1. need 4. say
2. few 5. out
3. ground 6. shine

Answers to Jonathan Goforth Quiz: Correct Facts

- Jonathan grew up quite poor on a farm in the country.
- Jonathan visited the slums and prison to tell about God’s love.
- Jonathan’s classmates decided to support him as a missionary.
- Thousands came to hear Jonathan teach and preach in China.
- Jonathan became blind when he was 73.
- Though Jonathan was laughed at during his life, he had continued to do God’s work.

Fun with Rhyme
1. go 3. met 5. sun
2. Son 4. good 6. right
Answers to Cameron Townsend

_Cameron Townsend Quiz: Correct Facts_

- Cameron went to Guatemala to pass out Spanish Bibles.
- Cameron learned the Indian languages and created a way to write them down.
- Cameron started a group called Wycliffe to teach others to translate.
- Cameron taught the villagers how to plant new foods and make them grow.
- Today, over 2,000 Wycliffe workers have helped translate the Bible into other languages.

_Fun with Rhyme_
1. pray 4. Mark
2. clear 5. pride
3. spell 6. seeds

Answers to Lottie Moon

_Lottie Moon Quiz: Correct Facts_

- Lottie made cookies for the Chinese children so they would not be so afraid of her.
- Lottie chose to wear a Chinese robe and jacket.
- Lottie provided food, medicine, and a place to stay for poor Chinese women and children.
- The Chinese Christians were treated cruelly in prison.
- Today a Christmas offering is taken to help others overseas in honor of Lottie’s work.

_Fun with Rhyme_
1. know 4. meet
2. rods 5. knew
3. head 6. love